Signal Separation for Transabdominal Non-invasive Fetal Pulse Oximetry using Comb Filters.
Non-invasive fetal pulse oximetry is the application of reflection pulse oximetry to the abdomen of a pregnant woman. Light sources and detectors areplaced on the belly. Emitted photons travel through maternal and fetal tissue and back to the detectors. The captured photoplethysmogram (PPG) is a complex mixture of the maternal and fetal pulse curve. A purely fetal PPG in time domain is needed to estimate the oxygen level of the unborn child. In this work we describe the application of comb filters to separate the fetalfrom the maternal signal. Finite element simulations and phantom measurements are utilized to generate and measure synthetic signals at different heart rates and noise levels. Comb filters with peak frequencies matched to the fetal heart rate are applied to the mixed PPGs. The filtered signals prove that the extraction of the fetal signal is sufficient even at a distance between the maternal and the fetal signal magnitudes of around 80 dB. The resulting signal quality is sufficient for beat to beat analysis and feature extraction in the time domain. We conclude that comb filtering is a suitable signal separation method for non-invasive fetal pulse oximetry.